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On June 13, 1997, the plant was in Mode 4 (Cold shutdown), and the sixth
refueling outage was in progress. A review of the calibration procedure for
the main steam line radi6 tion monitors revealed that the trip set point was not
in accordance with the Operational Requirements Manual (ORM). These monitors
are required to have a trip setpoint of less than or equal to 3.0 times full
power background radiation levels. The monitors were initially calibrated.
prior to initial plant startup, using 1.0 Rem por hour as the full power|

!

background radiation level. This value was included in a design document to
fallow calibration of the instruments prior to initial plant startup and

achieving full power operation. The setpoints for these monitors were not
changed to reflect actual plant full power background radiation levels. The
cause of this event is tha* the design document that provided the setpoints to
b+ used prior to plant startup did not address the need to rocalibrate the
monitors once full power was achieved. Corrective actions for this event
includes determining actual full power background radiation levels,
calibrating the main steam line radiation monitors with the new value, revising
the calibration procedure to use the values determined from actual plant data,
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DESCRIPTION OF EVENT

On June 13, 1997, the plant was in Mode 4 (Cold shutdown), and reactor (RCT) coolant
tcmperature was being naintained between 100 and 120 degrees Fahrenheit. The reactor was
ct atmospheric pressure. The sixth refueling outage was in progress. A review of control
cnd instrumentation procedures was being conducted to verify procedure fidelity with the
Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR) and the Technical Specifications in accordance with
th3 Clinton Power Station (CPS) Startup Readiness Action Plan. CPS procedure 9431.08 "RPS
H31n Steam Line Radiation D17-K610A(B,c,D) Channel Calibration," was being reviewed as part
of this activity.

CPS procedure 9431.08 performs the calibration of the main steam line radiation monitors
(HON). There is one radiation monitor for each of the four main steam lines (Pr.7). The
main steam line radiation monitors provide an input to the reactor protection (JC) and
containment and reactor vessel isolation control (JH) systems. Actuation of these monitors
ccuses a reactor scram and an isolation of the main steam lines and offgas (WF). The
Op3 rations Requirements Manual (ORH), which is part of the USAR by reference, requires that
.h3 trip setpoint for each of these monitors be less than or equal to 3.0 times full power
b:ckground radiation levels. CPS procedure 9431.08 listed 3.0 Rom per hour as the trip
c:tpoint for each of these radiation monitors. Thus, the 3.0 Rem per hour value
corresponds to a normal background reading at each of the monitors of 1.0 Rem per hour
during full power operation.

f
Initial investigation into the source of the trip setpoint value used in CPS procedurei

9431.08 to calibrate the main steam line radiation monitors disclosed that this value was
boced on a design document developed by the architect engineer prior to initial plant
etcrtup. The intent of this design document was to provide an interim value to use for
calibrating these monitors until an actual full power background radiation level could be
d termined for each monitor. The 1.0 Rem per hour background radiation level was chosen by
tho architect engineer based on expected main steam line full power background radiation
levels. The design document that was used to transmit the initial setpoints of these
inctruments did not reflect that these were interim values that were to be used until plant
full power background radiation levels could be determined.

Further investigation by the procedure reviewer into the actual normal full powe radiation
levels revealed that not only did each of the monitors indicate a different full power
background radiation level but they all were less than 1.0 Rem per hour. The values found
rcnged from 0.568 Rem per hour to 0.946 Rem per hour for each of the four main steam line
radiation monitors. This difference in range between detectors is not unexpected as the
d:tectors are affected by geometry, location, efficiency, and electronic calibration. The
cbove values show that the main steam line radiation monitors were not set to trip at the
ORM required value of less than or equal to 3.0 times full power background radiation
1cvels. The actual trip setpoints were set non-conservatively with a trip setpoint set as
high as 5.28 times full power radiation background levels.
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|Alco, investigation into this event disclosed that in February 1990, correspondence was
ic0ued by both Radiation Protection and Nuclear Station Engineering Departments which
diccussed that other utilities used actual full power background radiation measurements to |

00tablish their trip setpoints. No action was taken at that time to use actual measured
full power radiation measurements.

On July 8, 1997, it was determined that this condition was reportable in accordance with 10
| CFR $0.73.
1
l

! No automatic or manually initiated safety system responses were necessary to place the
plcnt in a safe and stable condition. No equipment or components were inoperable at the
etert of this event to the extent that their inoperable condition contributed to this

|ov:nt.

CAUSE OF THE EVENT

The cause of the failure to calibrate the main steam line radiation monitors was that the
initial design document that established the trip setpoint as 3.0 Rem per hour, which was
based on a full power background radiation level of 1.0 Rem per hour, did not address the
n::d to recalibrate the monitors once actual full power was achieved.

CORRECTIVE ACTION

CPS procedure 8801.70, " Determination of HSL Radiation Monitor Setpoints," was written to
d:termine actual full power background radiation levels that should be used to calibrate
th3 main steam line radiation monitors. This procedure will be used after maintenance or
other activities that may influence the full power background radi.: tion levels. CPS
procedure 9431.00 has been revised to use the values obtained during the performance of CPS
procedure 8801.70 instead of a fixed 3.0 Rem per hour value. The main steam line radiation
monitors will be calibrated with the full power background radiation levels measured
following plant startup from the current refueling outage. Until this is complete the main
etcam line radiation monitors will be calibrated to trip at 3.0 Rem per hour. A
celibration using previously documented full power background radiation could not be
performed because maintenance was performed on the electronics of the main steam line
radiation monitors during the refueling outage that may have affected the radiation level
rOrdings of these monitors.

ANALYSIS OF EVENT

This event is reportable under the provisions of 10CFA50.73 (a)(2)(vii) which requires
rcporting any event where a single cause or condition caused at least one independent train
to become inoperable in a single system designed to control the release of radioactive
m:terial. The main steam line radiation monitors are used to control the release of
rcdioactive material during gross fuel failure and were inoperable. Therefore, the above
reporting criterion was met.
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Analysis of the safety consequences and implications of this event identified that this--
; event was not nuclear safety significant. The main steam line radiation monitors are'

designed to shut down the reactor and isolate the main steam lines and condensor after e
gross fuel failure. These monitors are not credited for any actions by the plant accident
entlysis. Updated safety Analysis Report section 7.2.1.1.4.2 considers reactor vessel low
lovel, reactor vessel high pressure, and reactor high power level as being redundant to the
m:in steam line radiation monitor trip for the reactor scram. Also, even at the existing

| satpointu, the main steLm line radiation monitors would have detected gross fuel failure
| cnd scrammed the reactor and isolated plant equipment prior to a significant telease of

redioactive material.'

Th3 main steam line radiation monitors have not been properly calibrated since the plant
reached full power operation.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

No equipment or components failed during this event.

Illinois Power has not reported in recent history an event involving the failure to
properly calibrate instrumentation that has its setpoints based on actual plant data.

For further information on this event contact L. A. Baker, Engineer, Nuclear Station
Engineering Department, at (217) 935-8881, extension 4104.
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